Bring Your Big Ideas to Life with Samsung Uventure

Do you have ideas for developing technologies into real business solutions? Imagine if you could run your own project, driving disruptive innovation with the help of resources from one of the world’s leading technology companies. CMU students, now is the chance to make your big ideas come to life!

How? Through our summer internship program Samsung Uventure. Here’s how it works.

You propose an idea -- in artificial intelligence, robotics, mobility, digital health, or artificial and virtual reality -- by December 2, 2019. If our judges think your idea is innovative, relevant, realistic and worthwhile, you’ll win a summer internship at Samsung Strategy and Innovation Center in San Jose, California, to Be Your Own BOSS.

This is a very special invitation: Only students at six top universities are eligible to participate.

Attend a lunch & learn session with the Samsung Uventure team to learn about this unique opportunity to define your own internship:

• Date: Wednesday, October 2nd
• Time: 12:00 pm – 1:00 pm
• Location: Room NSH 4305

If you can’t join the session, visit this link to learn more. For questions, contact uventure@samsung.com.